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Student
Graduates showcase research posters
government
candidates
begin
campaigns

Sheldon Hatlen
The Dakota Student

The Memorial Union ballroom was quite busy Thursday,
March 2, as over 200 posters
ﬁlled the spacious venue. Students and faculty of the university came together to honor and

celebrate Graduate Research
Achievement Day (GRAD).
GRAD is a day dedicated
to celebrating graduates of all
departments and the research
they’ve conducted through their
collegiate careers. Students participating would come ready
with a presentation for both the

public as well as various judges.
“We are celebrating the accomplishments of our graduate
students,” Cheryl Hunter, an
Assistant Professor and Graduate Director of the university
said. “Everywhere from masters
to students defending their dissertations or completing their

work and research. We felt that
this year doing the poster presentations would help students
better present their work. engaging their audience for a short
amount of time by presenting
eﬀectively and utilizing their visuals.”
The event became avail-

continues on page 2
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In preparation for student
elections on April 12, the Dakota Student is sitting down with
candidates for Student Body
President to talk about their
backgrounds, motivations and
platforms. Featured in this issue:
Cole Bachmeier.
Chemical engineering major
and junior Cole Bachmeier has
been involved with student government for three years, ﬁrst as
a Student Organization Funding
Agency (SOFA) liaison, then as
a Residence Hall Senator, and is
the current Chief of Staﬀ for the
executive team.
In his view, student government’s biggest problem is a lack
of diversity. Though
“I want to
he is the
enable other
president
students to
of the Phi
aﬀ
ect change.
Delta Theta
It’s the diﬀerfraternity,
Bachmeier
ence between
sees it as
two people
problematic
getting things
that the curdone
versus 25
rent student
people getting
Senate is a
“very heavthings done.”
ily Greek
dominated
Cole
organizaBachmeier
tion.”
He
estimates that “85 percent to 90
percent” of the Senate is involved in the Greek community.
Bachmeier states that he wants
to get a greater cross section of
the student body into student
government because he feels
that currently, “everyone has
the same thought process.”
Bachmeier and his running
mate, Erik Hanson, have made
it a point of their campaign to
reach out to diverse groups
across campus.
Bachmeier sees an increasing “disconnect between student government and students.”
He feels that the main reason
for this is a lack of channels for
students to give feedback. He
cites an old practice, “Tuesday
2’s” as inspiration for practices
he would like to implement as
president.
In the past, students would
be presented weekly with two
important student government
issues and asked to choose one
of two positions on the subject.
Bachmeier thinks that having
hard data on what students want
is crucial to the duties of student
government oﬃcers.
Bachmeier uses the term
“motivator in chief” to describe
the main responsibility of the
president. He feels this is especially important during this

continues on page 2
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Junior forward Drick Bernstine dunks during Saturday’s game against Portland State at the Betty Engelstad Sioux Center. Bernstine netted seven
points and six assists in the win, which also allowed UND to win the Big Sky conference regular season championship.
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1 | Government
point in UND’s history,
when the university is
struggling to ﬁnd an identity.
“I want to enable other
students to aﬀect change,”
Bachmeier said. “It’s the
diﬀerence between two
people getting things done
versus 25 people getting
things done.”
Education of the student body on the issues is
paramount to Bachmeier,
especially on budgetary concerns and campus
projects.
Bachmeier sees his
non-political science background as a plus. As a
STEM major, and active
participant of multiple
campus
organizations,
he thinks that he brings a
fresh and unique perspective to student government. For him, investment
in the school is a hobby
and passion, separate from
his academic work.
“It’s something I want
to do rather than something I have to do,” Bachmeier said.
Presidential candidate
proﬁles will continue in
the next issue of the Dakota Student.
Diane Newberry is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
diane.newberry@und.edu
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able for public viewing at
around 1 p.m. and continued to be available until
after the reception, after
5 p.m. The event featured
giveaways, door prizes
and food for anyone who
attended.
As students walked
through the aisles, viewing all the various posters,
they were treated to both
a diverse series of poster
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Cole Bachmeier is running for UND student president with Erik Hanson as his vice president.
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The UND Graduate Student Research showcase exhibited students’ research results in the Memorial
Union ballroom on Thursday, March 2, 2017.

topics as well as a multitude of presentation methods. Hunter explained the
diﬀerent ways students
choose to present their research.
“Students have to have
a physical presentation for
their work,” Hunter said.
“You could see someone
playing what looks to be a
cello. So for music students
they obviously can’t present their work on a poster,
but instead through a performance.”

When asked about
how she goes about judging presentations, Hunter
answered with a past presentation she experienced.
“I once saw a presentation on the topic of meteorology, and they were describing their research in a
way that any general person could understand,”
Hunter said. “What I look
for in a poster or presentation is someone who is excited about their research,
but can also talk to some-

one who doesn’t know as
much about the research
he/she is conducting.”
Hunter was very impressed with the amount
of students and staﬀ in
attendance to show their
support for these research projects. With so
many ideas coming from
so many diﬀerent ﬁelds,
Hunter thinks the research
being done possesses great
value.
“I think it’s really
important to celebrate

a graduate student’s research,” Hunter said. “Because in our daily lives,
we don’t think about all
the things that we do that
has required someone to
create that for us. There’s
a creative process I believe
isn’t fully appreciated, and
this is the university showing that.”
As the event continued, many projects had a
frequent crowd of people
ready to be informed.
Most graduates were presenting their poster/work
to more than one person at
a time.
“I believe we have
over 200 poster being presented,” Hunter said. “But
even one poster could have
three to four more people
on it. So I would say there
are people that are representing three to 400 peoples worth of work.”
GRAD was the ﬁrst of
its kind. With the overwhelmingly
successful

Autumn Graber
autumn.graber@und.edu
701-777-2678
The Dakota Student
reserves the copyright
privilege for all stories written
and published by the staﬀ.
Permission must be given
by the Editor to reprint any
article, cartoon,
photograph or part thereof.
The Dakota Student is a
student-operated newspaper
published by the university of
North Dakota.
Opinions expressed in this
publication are not necessarily
those of UND or the
administration, faculty, staﬀ
and student body of UND.
The Dakota Student is
published every Tuesday and
Friday during the academic
year except during holidays,
vacation breaks and exam
periods.

turnout in attendance as
well as participants, the
university will more than
likely continue celebrating
this day.
Hunter
encourages
both graduate students
who don’t participate and
undergraduates to attend
any future GRADs.
“I think any student,
even
undergraduate,
should attend,” Hunter
said. “There’s so many
things going on campus
that we don’t know about,
and it’s good for us to be
able to share that.
The presentations are
very short, so you could
walk around for ﬁve minutes and learn ﬁve diﬀerent things. It’s as simple
as walking up to someone,
listen to them, and walking away.
Sheldon Hatlen is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
sheldon.hatlen@und.edu
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Casting spells on Trump
Liz Kacher
The Dakota Student
At this point in President Trump’s presidency, most of us have made
up our minds about him.
We all have decided to
either love or hate him.
Those who hate him
have had protests and
rallies, but one group is
taking things to a new
level in order for their
wild anti-Trump protest.
A group of witches
across the country has
recently recruited celebrity Lana Del Ray to
their cause. The witches
are attempting to use
black magic to neutralize President Trump by
casting a “binding spell”
to remove him from office.
Binding spells are
spells meant not to harm,
but to prevent someone
else from harming the
spell caster, Michael Os-

tling, a professor of religious studies at Arizona
State University who
researches early modern
witchcraft and folk beliefs said.
The “mass spell to
bind Donald Trump”
will be performed at
midnight on every waning crescent moon beginning Friday, Feb. 24,
“until Donald Trump
is removed from office,” the group’s website states. The next few
crescent moons are said
to take place March 26,
April 24 and May 23.
The spell also invokes
evil on those who support Trump, covering
his staff and the millions
of people who voted for
him.
AOL News reports
that the supplies these
“witches” are using to
cast President Trump
away from office include,
“an unflattering photo of
President Trump, a tow-

er tarot card, a tiny stub
of an orange candle, a
pin of small nail, a white
candle representing the
element of fire, a small
bowl of water representing the element of water, a small bowl of salt
representing the element
of earth, a feather representing the element of
air, matches or a lighter
and an ashtray.
Once the supplies
have been collected, the
instructions for the spell
include inscribing “Donald J. Trump onto the
candle using the pin or
nail.
The next step is to
arrange the remaining
items into a circle, and
one is to lean the tarot
card onto something enabling it to stand vertically.
The binding ritual,
according to AOL News,
ends with the lines,
“Bind them in chains,
bind their tongues, bind

of an uneducated and uninformed man spouting his
opinion. This is one of the
best stories I have ever gotten myself into.
He then asks me in a fit
of rage, if I get pulled over
for smoking weed in my
car, why I would automatically go to jail?
Astounded, I asked
him, “Do you mean driving home from work and
smoking weed at the same
time or simply having it in
your possession?”
He clarified to me he
smoking a joint on his way
home from work while
driving to his home.
Being a criminal justice major I knew this topic
was in my field, but being
a student in the program, I
obviously don’t know everything there is to know in
the criminal justice system.
After learning what he was
advocating for, I lowered
my guard to get some humor out of the situation.
I responded to his question, “Well sir, we do have
laws that say it is illegal
to have marijuana in your
possession, and if you are
smoking it while driving
you have the potential of
getting arrested with a DUI
(driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol). It
is illegal because you have
the potential to cause harm
to to anyone who is driving
on the same road you are
on.”
He brought up the issue
of police officers randomly
show up and arrest him for
smoking weed.
Never have I ever rolled
my eyes so hard in one instance. I then decided to
leave him with his thoughts
and wished him a good
day. This right here folks is
an example of the stupidity
we may stumble upon once
in a lifetime or on a daily
basis.
One argument as to why
his last point is invalid is because the police will never
show up to your home with
absolutely no reason. More
than likely you have a warrant, they have probable
cause or a next door neighbor or another tenant in
your apartment called and
complained because of the
smell.
I understand that marijuana is a topic for people of
all ages, but the law states
right now that marijuana is

illegal according to federal
law. This story is an example of a man who doesn’t
have his facts straight along
with false information he is
feeding towards the general
public. He even went as far
as to quote a false Buzzfeed
article that is used for clickbait on Facebook.
Before you attempt to
amass a group of people for
the purpose of educating
them, here are a few suggestions so you don’t make
yourself look like a fool in
front of a large audience.
The first thing is, if
you find a topic you are
interested in, research it
like there is no tomorrow.
Find valid sources such as
scholarly journals or even
reliable sources such as the
Washington Post. If you are
questioning the validity of
the article you’re reading,
it’s usually a sign to not
include that into your research.
Second, if you do get
yourself into one of these
conversations,
always
quote your research, it provides some validity to your
argument.
Lastly, have fun. It
sounds silly, but as long as
your side of the discussion
is researched and sound,
there’s no harm in enjoying
a chat.
I personally believe you
or someone you love should
be entitled to financial compensation for dealing with
these type of people everyday. Having patience with
people who are uneducated
can be a daunting task, so
find some humor in the situation and make sure you
tell your friends of a story
similar to this to give them
a good laugh or start a conversation about the topic in
question.
Have any stories of uneducated people or someone that drove you nuts
with their unvalidated beliefs? Send them to me at
the email below. I’d love
to hear my reader’s stories
as well. Remember, your
arguments sound smart
so long as you are smart
enough to get your facts
straight.

their works, and bind
their wickedness.”
The
hashtag
#BindTrump was used
by witches nationwide
who shared photos and
videos on social media placing their hex on
Trump
While I consider the
intentions of the witches rather absurd and I
doubt their effectiveness,
I thought I would take
into consideration what
the common “witch” actually is nowadays as
well as what the origin
of witchcraft actually is.
“Witchcraft entered
the feminist consciousness spiritually, though
traditions like Wicca,
and politically, as groups
like WITCH — the Women’s International Terrorist Conspiracy from
Hell — publicly hexed
everything from beauty
pageants to fees for public transit,” Moira Donovan wrote in Vice. “But

the idea of the witch has
come a long way since
then.
Witchcraft is seeing a resurgence among
queer-identified young
people seeking a powerful identity that celebrates the freedom to
choose who you are.”
Despite the longstanding belief many
have had in magic, I
highly doubt it’s actually
effective.
I honestly believe
Witchcraft does not exist therefore I won’t
take the witches intentions seriously. I believe
witchcraft is rooted in
folklore thus its effectiveness in actually removing Trump is highly
doubtful.
But first of all, I am
a Christian. Recently
a host of the 700 Club
weighed in on this story
and how Christians can
move forward. Pat Robertson
recommended

that Christians need to
pray for him and defend
him.
Co-host of the 700
Club, Wendy Griffith,
added that “probably
millions” of Christians
were recently in prayer
“canceling out those
curses by the witches.”
Lets just stop the ridiculousness and come
together as a unified
country.
As
Clinton
Supporters say, “Love
trumps hate,” so why
don’t the “witches” take
the advice of the liberals
and let their hatred go.
Donald J. Trump is
the President of the United States now, and it’s
time for the anti-Trump
crowd to give up. He’s
not going anywhere.

Liz Kacher is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student. She can be reached at
mary.kacher@und.edu.com

Know the facts before you debate

Breanna Roen
The Dakota Student

Have you ever been in
a casual conversation with
a friend, family member,
colleague or even a random
passerby and all of a sudden all chaos breaks loose
because you may have
potentially proven them
wrong?
I know in my younger
years that being wrong was
not an option. After all, I
was 15 and I knew all the
knowledge the world had
to offer. I could never possibly be wrong.
Most of us have seen
an instance of this happen in our everyday lives,
especially in social media.
Around the time election season comes in full
swing, people who have
the “highest knowledge in
the land” come out of their
hiding places with misconstrued facts hiding up their
sleeves.
We have all seen hot
topic issues like the legalization of marijuana, the
death penalty, abortion and
every other controversial
topic in the book being discussed by people who just
can’t seem to get their facts
straight.
I have added a few years
to my age, and I realize that
I have so much more to
learn. I see people argue on
my Facebook all the time,
but now that I am older,
I refrain from interjecting
into mindless conversation
of the sort while wondering
when and how people have
the time to rant for hours on
an already unfactual statement on Buzzfeed Weekly.
A few weeks ago, I
stumbled upon a man at a
stand spouting out opinions of his choosing. The
man gathered the attention
of a small crowd, including
myself. This man comes up
to me, and asks me confidnetly if I want legalize freedom?
If this was any other
day, I would continue with
whatever busy work I had
to attend to. Lucky for him
I stayed and listened for
a while. I personally was
under the impression that
we are already free, and yet
he tells me “not if you’re
smoking a joint.”
The following story is
one of the prime examples

Breanna Roen is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student. She can be reached at
breanna.roen@und.edu.com
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to bringing the news to the UND campus and beyond.
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Don’t vote for Owen
Matt Eidson

o
The Dakota Student
d

0 As a United States
,Marine who has long
ysince left active duty to
sattend the University of
rNorth Dakota, there are
eseveral lessons I carried

If I didn’t score very
high on my yearly rifle
qualification with the
M16, I practiced the basics until I raised my
score the next time. If I
was exhausted after a
12-mile hike with my
combat gear on my back,
I bore the weight during
my free time and hiked
the mountains of Camp
Pendleton, Calif. until I
built my endurance.

with me from my train-ing. One notion that conetinues to shape my perdsonality is the idea that
n
e
“It is because of this insistence for
y
e quality and well-rounded behavior
s

s
s
p
s

that I cannot, as a student of UND,
stand behind John Bjorklund and
Dave Owen as they campaign for
Student Body President and Vice
President, respectfully.”

Matt Eidson
being a “well-rounded”
Marine is a worthwhile
goal.
By
being
“wellrounded,” my superiors in the Marine Corps
meant gaining proficiency in all areas of my
occupation. It wasn’t
enough to have a high
score on my yearly physical fitness test, or to understand troubleshooting methods for radio
equipment that might
one day save my life in
Iraq or Afghanistan. I
had to become proficient
at everything.

“I write this not
as a representative
of the Dakota
Student. These
thoughts reflect my
own and no other,
and are in no way
affiliated with the
Dakota Student or
its staff.”

Matt Eidson

Since leaving the
Corps, the only thing
that has changed is I no
longer strive to be a wellrounded Marine, I strive
to be a well-rounded
man, instead.
I hold myself to a high
standard, and as such,
I hold those around me
to the same standard.
When observing others,
I dissect their actions
and search for that same
“well-rounded” personality that I strive for.
Because in life, as in the
Marines, it’s not enough
to be proficient in select
areas of one’s life, a person must strive to gain
proficiency in all areas
of their life.
In searching for that
well-rounded
personality in other people, I
commonly do the same
with those who wish to
hold political office. An
elected official, ideally,
embodies the best and
brightest of the population they represent. The
elected official is selected to represent those
who elected them in a
manner that is becoming
to not only themselves,
but also their area of

representation.
I do not merely hold
this standard to nationally elected officials, I
hold it to elected officials on every scale, to
include the UND Student Government.
It is because of this
insistence for quality
and well-rounded behavior that I cannot, as
a student of UND, stand
behind John Bjorklund
and Dave Owen as they
campaign for Student
Body President and Vice
President, respectfully.
By making this statement, I do not wish to demean or vilify the character of Mr. Bjorklund. I
have never met him and
know very little about
him. To be honest, what
I do know about him, I
respect.
As I read his campaign promises, I enjoyed the fact he discusses fiscal responsibility,
especially in a time of
budget
restraints
at
UND. And as I am a Marine, I especially like the
fact that he is a veteran
of the United States military.
However, there is one
thing Mr. Bjorklund has
done that, unfortunately, makes me question
his judgment and ability
to lead the student body:
his decision to select
Dave Owen as his running mate.
I have worked with
Mr. Owen for quite some
time at UND. As a former opinion editor for
the Dakota Student, Mr.
Owen would be near
me as I finished my duties as the news editor.
It was in these close
quarters that I began
to examine Mr. Owen’s
personality as I would
every person around me.
I began to look for those
well-rounded qualities.
Unfortunately, I found
that Mr. Owen was not
well-rounded at all.
Mr. Owen is an intelligent person with a passion for politics that is

not often seen. However,
along with this intelligence comes a pattern of
disrespectful behavior
that I have not witnessed
in all my 29 years. Along
with being disrespectful, he is deceitful. This
becomes apparent when
you consider what is
written about him on
his and Mr. Bjorklund’s
campaign
Facebook
page.
The
Bjorklund
&
Owen for UND Facebook
page posted a quick description of Mr. Owen’s
qualifications on Feb.
12, 2017. The description included a section
that read, “Shortly after
arriving at UND, Dave
became a local writer
for the Dakota Student,
quickly rising to the rank
of editor in less than 1
year, despite having no
prior experience in the
field of journalism…”
This is interesting in
its deception. Because
what it fails to mention is that Mr. Owen
was terminated from
the Dakota Student last
year for misrepresenting
himself as a reporter for
the Dakota Student. He
quoted an administrator
during a conversation he
had with her as a private
citizen, not a reporter.
He also failed to state his
intention to use the administrator’s quotes in
an article he later wrote.
Despite this, Mr.
Owen was given a second chance in fall of
2016, when he was hired
by the Dakota Student to
act as the news editor.
Shortly afterward, he
switched positions and
became the opinion editor.
Throughout the fall
2016 semester, Mr. Owen
exhibited behavior that
was consistently disrespectful to his fellow editors and subordinates.
His inexcusable behavior led to his demotion
to “staff writer,” which
he still holds this semester, though as a candi-

date for Vice President
of UND Student Government, he is only allowed to submit opinion
articles.
I suppose it’s entirely
possible that Mr. Owen
simply forgot to mention
in his “Meet Your Candidate” post that he was
demoted for his inability
to work with others in a
respectful and dignified
manner. But that sort of
forgetfulness seems awfully convenient.
I would like to end by
stressing a very important fact: I write this not
as a representative of the
Dakota Student. These
thoughts reflect my own
and no other, and are in
no way affiliated with
the Dakota Student or
its staff. I say this for
several reasons. It is responsible journalism to
clearly state whether an
article being presented
is opinion-based or not,
especially in these times
of “fake news.”
Another reason I
make this statement is
because when Mr. Owen
reads this piece, as I’m
sure he will, I have no
doubt he will attempt
to slander and demean
the Dakota Student as
“fake news” because of
my harsh words toward
him. This is absolutely
not the case, because as
I clearly stated above,
these words represent
my own, not the Dakota
Student.
In fact, to ensure that
this opinion piece is received as my own voice,
which is not representative of the Dakota Student in any way, shape
or form, I will be refusing payment for the
writing and publication
of this story. As a news
editor for the Dakota
Student, I am entitled to
payment for any work I
produce that is used for
publication, but in this
case, I’ll make an exception.
As I write this, the
date is Saturday, March

4. Anybody who doubts
that I refused payment
for what I have written
above will be emailed
a copy, upon request,
of my timesheet when
I submit my hours on
March 16. You need only
email me at stewart.
eidson@und.edu.
As these words are
my opinion, I fully understand and accept that
not everyone will agree
with me. I invite anyone
who either agrees or disagrees with me to write
a letter to the editor,
which will be included
in the next issue of the
Dakota Student.

“I hope that you
will consider the
candidates carefully,
because as elected
officials, it will be
their job to represent
our great university
in a positive and
respectful manner.
And in this student’s
opinion, Dave Owen
is not the man for
the job.”

Matt Eidson

As a student, you are
left with an important
choice. You have, at the
time of this publication,
three options for president/VP of the student
body. I hope that you
will consider the candidates carefully, because
as elected officials, it
will be their job to represent our great university
in a positive and respectful manner. And in this
student’s opinion, Dave
Owen is not the man for
the job.

Matt Eidson is the news editor for The
Dakota Student. He can be reached at
stewart .eidson@und.edu.com

Response to Fequiere’s article

“Trump’s media ban”
Christopher Nelson
UND Student
Recently the Dakota
Student ran an opinion
piece by Elizabeth Fequiere entitled “President
Trump’s Media Ban.” I
write today to respond
to this ill reasoned and
poorly written defense
of the current Republican administration.
First she makes the
unverifiable statement
that several news outlets
claimed that the Trump
administration’s denial
of access to Press Secretary Sean Spicer was
“the first time in American history that a presi-

dent has impeded on
the people’s right to free
speech.” Pure malarkey.
None of the media outlets Ms. Fequiere mentioned made this absurd
claim.
Furthermore, any astute student of American
history can point to a
multitude of presidential actions that have
impeded upon the press
over the course of our
history.
Next she speaks of
the Obama administration in 2008 to defend
the actions of the Trump
administration in 2017.
This is a bizarre analogy
on its face for one simple

and unavoidable fact.
There was NO Obama
administration in 2008.
As she states herself,
it was the Obama campaign that did not allow
conservative reporters
on his campaign plane.
Something the Trump
administration repeated
in 2016 by not allowing
reporters from more liberal leaning organizations on his campaign
plane. Comparing the
actions of someone campaigning for the office of
the presidency to the actions of an actual presidential administration to
make a poorly reasoned
argument does the read-

ers of the Dakota Student a disservice.
Finally this is not
an issue of Freedom of
Speech as Ms. Fequiere
has stated. The government has not prevented
these media outlets from
reporting on any issue.
Truthfully, we would
not be aware of this issue
if it were not for media
outlets reporting on this
media ban of the current
White House.
I would hope that in
the future Ms. Fequiere
writing will be better
reasoned and that an
editor might look at it to
determine if her assertions hold any water.

Editorial Policy
The Dakota Student is dedicated to the free exchange of ideas. Opinion columns and
letters to the editor will not be edited for content reasons, except in cases of criminal or
civil liability. The Dakota Student reserves the right to edit or reject columns or letters
for various reasons. The ideas expressed in columns and letters reflect the views of the
writer and do not necessarily represent the opinion of the staff of the Dakota Student.
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The Menzingers Review

Cameron Campbell
The Dakota Student
Where do you go after
your twenties are over —
when the adolescence fades
and you’re stuck managing
the pressures of adulthood
while holding onto the last
breath of your youth? The
Menzingers are a band that
tries to tackle that very
question as the underscoring theme of their new album.
The Menzingers are a
scrappy, veteran punk rock
band from Scranton, PA
who released their fourth
full-length album “After the
Party” on Feb. 3.
The band has always
excelled at conveying nostalgia through their lyrics
and music. Embodying the
moment after a trip down
memory lane, with flashbacks still fresh in the mind
and a keenly felt anticipation for the future in the air,
“After The Party” showcases the band at their boldest
and brightest yet.
The first song, “Tellin
Lies,” is an angsty anthem
that sets the stage for the
rest of the album and captures the feelings of confusion and resentment about
growing up. This song is a
frenzy of pure punk with
rough vocals calling to
mind Social Distortion.
“Where are we gonna go
now that our twenties are
over, everyone’s asking me
over and over” lead singer
Greg Barnett screams with
demand.
As a college student

nearing graduation, this
song is more than relatable
as it focuses on being on the
cusp of entering a new era.
It’s easy to say that every song on the album is
good, however, the next
song, “Thick as Thieves,” is
definitely one of the more
mentionable tracks on the
album.
This song includes guitarist and co-vocalist Tom
May perfectly matching
Barnett’s vocal delivery,
with a charging riff that
marries every note and
pitch. This song is groovy,
catchy and depicts great
harmonies. It’s an easy
song to get stuck in your
head.
Some other mentionable
tracks on the album include
“Charlie’s Army,” “House
on Fire,” “Lookers” and
“Bad Catholics.”
The second to last song,
“After the Party,” is worth
mentioning as it boasts
some of the strongest lyrics
on the album.
Barnett does some of his
best work delivering feelings of nostalgia and sentiment, with lines like, “Like
a kaleidoscope admiring
years, I navigate ‘round
your tattoos,” and, “We
put miles on these old jean
jackets, got caught up in the
drunk conversation.”
Overall, this album is
easily one of the best new
released so far this year.
The best thing about
“After the Party” is that it
never has a lull or slows
down in pace. Each song
is full of power chords,

The Menzingers band posing for a band photo.
commanding
melodies,
poppy drums and likeable
rhythms. From start to finish, this album is full of
bangers, which will leave
listeners dancing throughout the whole thing.

Photo courtesy of The Menzingers official Facebook page.

“As a college student nearing
graduation, this song is more than
relatable, as it focuses on being on the
cusp of entering a new era.”
Cameron Campbell

Cameron Campbell is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student. She can be reached
at cameron.campbell @und.edu.com

Truth and Reconciliation
#8 - How about a Powwow as a step toward inclusiveness?

Sashay Schettler and
Michael Schwartz
Contributing Writers

What does inclusiveness mean to you? Perhaps it is being accepted
and respected regardless of culture or beliefs.
However you visualize
inclusiveness you can
probably think back to
a time when you felt included and the happiness
associated with it.
Inclusiveness allows
groups to live in harmony and can help heal
past injustices. This is
why creating a culture of
inclusiveness at the University of North Dakota
(UND) is so important.
How can we create a culture of greater inclusiveness? One way is attending events sponsored by
different groups throughout the year.
Every year the University of North Dakota
American Indian communities host numerous
events.
These groups
include American Indian
Student Services (AISS),
University of North Dakota Indian Association
(UNDIA), Indian Studies Association (ISA),
American Indian Science
and Engineering Society
(AISES) and many others.
Each organization hosts
events specific to their organization’s purpose and
the events range in size
and frequency.
For example, every
Friday beginning in October the American Indian Student Services wel-

comes everyone to join
them for “Soup Friday”
at their center from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. People
from both Native and
non-Native backgrounds
attend this weekly event
and engage in conversation and in building
friendships.
Michael
Schwartz, co-author of
this article, can recall the
first time he attended this
event, “I was a bit tentative and outside of my
comfort zone but I was
warmly welcomed and
quickly felt at ease.”
Every year in the
spring UNDIA hosts the
Wacipi Powwow while
ISA hosts Time-OutWeek.
The timing of
events and collaboration
between groups is meant
to bring culture and education together.
The Wacipi Powwow
and
Time-Out-Week
bring people, not only
from the local area, but
also from all over the
nation. The powwow
is a celebration of life
with dance and drumming competitions, food,
prayer and the opportunity for old friendships
and new. Time-OutWeek is an educational
week of events on culture
and contemporary issues
leading up to Wacipi.
Natives and especially
non-Natives are welcome
and encouraged to attend
any of these events.
If you look at the
monthly events calendar
for UND you will realize
that the above examples
only scratch the surface
of the events hosted by

American Indian groups.
However, if you were to
ask a non-Native whether
or not they have attended
one of these events during their time at UND the
answer would probably
be no.
The reasons vary
but quite often it is that
students do not realize
how welcome they are at
these events. If you read
the UNDIA Constitution their purpose is to
promote a better understanding of cultures between American Indians,
students, faculty, staff,
and the general public.
We constantly hear
the word “inclusiveness”
thrown around, especially on campus, which
seems to desensitize us
from the real power it
holds. Even with the emphasis placed on inclusiveness a quick search on
the internet indicates that
different groups across
college campuses seem
to be more divided than
ever. Each and every
UND student has the opportunity to help shape a
culture of inclusiveness,
on and off campus.
It is important for
each of us to take opportunities to build new relationships and develop
a broader and deeper
understanding of our
campus community, city
community, and all the
cultures within them.
Possibly the largest cause of division between individuals and
groups on UND’s campus is a lack of dialogue.
Think about any nega-

tive perceptions you may
have of another group on
campus. Were those perceptions a result of direct
dialogue with that group
or some preconceived
notion from an outside
source? The authors

guess it might well be the
latter.
It is not easy to overcome beliefs and perceptions we have built up
over time. Do not underestimate the power of
taking a small step, such

as attending an event like
the ones mentioned earlier. All it takes is two people to start a dialogue.
Will you be part of the effort to shape a culture of
inclusiveness at UND?

Stephanie Hollman
The Dakota Student
When a physical therapist who had been on to
Ecuador for ten medical
missions gave her more
information on Ecuador,
Loscheider took the leap,
applied and got approved.
In February 2015, she
boarded a plane and readied herself for the week
ahead with the certainty
that many people in need
would benefit from her
talents.
A native of Grand
Forks, Jane Loscheider
has been an occupational
therapist for 19 years. She
received both her B.S. in
Occupational Therapy and
master’s degree at UND,
and currently teaches the
class Physical Dysfunction and Practicum as
an adjunct. She has been
teaching for six years and
though she enjoys working with students, her true
passion lies with helping
patients as an occupational therapist.
When asked how she
was lucky enough to find
a career that she is so passionate about, Loscheider
smiled and explained
when she was a senior at
Central High School, her
priorities did not include
academics. So, when she
was offered a chance to go
on a field trip to a rehab
center, she jumped at the
chance.
“They gave us a tour,
and I remember vividly
going through the OT department and thinking,
‘That’s really cool,’” Loscheider said.
With this experience
in the back of her mind,
Loscheider began volunteering for and shadowing
occupational
therapists
as a UND student, which
solidified her decision to
become one herself.
The way Loscheider
talks about her job proves
that everyone has a calling. She enjoys the diversity that comes with occupational therapy because
each day is different and
the satisfaction that comes
with helping someone return to their normal lives.
“I get a big variety
throughout my day, which
I love,” Loscheider said,
“and a lot of times, these
patients get to become
your family as well.”
For the past three
years, she has been a volunteer for Medical Mission Ecuador, in which
doctors, nurses and other
health professionals travel to the city of Ambato
to provide surgeries and
health services to children,
free of charge. Though initially nervous, Loscheider
has always wanted to use
her talents to help others
abroad.
“It’s a big deal to leave
your home and where
you’re comfortable,” Loscheider said, “It’s a whole
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Jane Loscheider's mission

To provide medical services to those in need
different
story
when
you’re going to another
country.”
The mission is sponsored by the Ambato rotary club which, Loscheider
was surprised to discover,
consists of men only. The
wives of the members
fundraise all year for the
arrival of the volunteers,
and the participating hospitals share office, medical
and surgery space with
them.
As an occupational
therapist,
Loscheider
works with four orthopedic surgeons who, like
herself, travel from their
home country to do surgeries free of charge. As
part of the therapy team,
one of her main responsibilities is to organize
wheelchairs from the
United States and bring
them to the patients in Ecuador.
Unlike the United
States, Ecuador has only
two styles of wheelchairs,
one for adults, the other,
for children. When children are put in chairs
that don’t fit them properly, they end up having
crooked backs and many
more complicated health
problems than they had to
begin with. So, she brings
chairs from the United
States and the team modifies them for the children.
This year, Loscheider

tient with the staff. “In the
United States we’re used
to things so fast,” she said,
“But these families will sit
there for eight-plus hours
waiting for their turn and
never complain. They’re
so grateful for the smallest of things. They won’t
even get up to use the
bathroom, eat or drink,
because they don’t want
to lose their spot in line.”
This extreme patience,
however, pressured her to
work throughout the day,
without any breaks for
food, bathroom breaks or
any sort of rest. Loscheider
takes a break because the
families who were working on the chair hadn’t
taken any breaks themselves to keep their place
in line, all day long. “I was
so appalled by it that I approached the organizer of
the mission and said that
we need to treat these people better,” she explained,
“‘We need to bring around
some food and water, because I can’t get up to eat
and drink knowing that
they haven’t.”
As a result, they started offering bananas and
water to the families.
On the second day of
her latest mission trip, she
discovered that 27 children were in desperate
need of strollers. Needless
to say, at $60 for even the
most basic model, strollers

Photo courtesy of Jane Loscheider
Jane Loscheider volunteers her time in Ambato, Ecuador to provide free medical services.

"For the past three years, she has been a volunteer
for Medical Mission Ecuador, in which doctors,
nurses, and other health professionals travel to
the city of Ambato to provide surgeries and health
services to children, free of charge. Though initially
nervous, Loscheider has always wanted to use her
talents to help others abroad."
Stephanie Hollman
excitedly said, an unusual,
but graciously welcomed
duo from her home state
joined the team, two farmers from the small town of
Grafton, N.D. They were
meticulously handy, Loscheider said, and she was
thankful that they were
able to ease her workload
and experience the fulfillment that comes with
working to help those in
need.
“Some of these kids
have never had a chair,”
Loscheider said. “We had
these two boys that came
from the Amazon, 10 and
12 years old, and have
never been able to walk.
Their parents had carried
them their entire lives.”
Loscheider’s unwavering generosity and compassion is complimented
by her proactive nature.
She noted that during
her first year, the families
of the patients were extremely grateful and pa-

are not within the means
of the families in need.
Loscheider set up a
GoFundMe page and offered the first 27 people
who donated $60 a picture
of a child with their new
stroller holding a personalized thank-you message
to the donor. Within three
hours, she was able to collect all of the money to
purchase the strollers to
for the children.
Since the page’s creation, an outpouring of
support has helped her
raise a total of $3,114. She
plans on continuing the
program and will use the
excess money for strollers and supplies for next
year’s mission
On her first mission
trip, she arrived in Ecuador three days early to
take in the sights of the
foreign country and tour
the capital of Quito. This
year, however, as a seasoned volunteer,
Los-

cheider opted to skip the
tours before the mission
began to set up and get
organized in order to prepare herself for the busy
week ahead.
Now, she’s the one
who the newer volunteers
look up to, such as an aspiring occupational therapist who lives in New
York, but plans on going
back to Ambato to work in
the future.
Since her involvement
with Medical Mission Ecuador, Loscheider has gotten close to many of the

volunteers, especially the
Ecuadorian
translators,
who use their vacation
days to work with the mission. She surprises them
with small presents that
they’re unable to get in
Ecuador, such as red licorice. This year, she shared
a piece of her own culture
and hometown to the Ecuadorians: a Red Pepper
t-shirt.
Now a seasoned mission volunteer, Loscheider
reflects on how her experiences have helped her to
grow as a professional and

as a person.
"Definitely as a person,” Loscheider said,
“You come back every
year and I always appreciate that we have good
medical care and appreciate you know where your
next meal will be. Those
basic things makes you really grateful for the health
system that we have. It has
flaws, but it’s still so much
better than what it could
be.
Other than just a way
to make money, Loscheider’s 19-years in Occupational Therapy is what
people aim to get out of
a career: a sense of fulfillment and opportunities to
use their gifts to help those
who need it. Her advice
for those still searching for
their life’s meaning?
“If you don’t find it,
keep looking," Loscheider
said. "You absolutely want
to find something you’re
passionate about and follow it.”
Stephanie Hollman is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student. She can be
reached at stephshollman@gmail.
com

Classifieds

Gudajtes Family Farms
FT Administrative Assistant
>AP/AR
>Receptionist duties
>Office manager duties
>HR assistant
>Record keeping
>Special projects as assigned
Abilities: motivated, self-starter, multitask, confidentiality, attention to
detail. Experience required. Inquire for more details. Pay and benefits DOE
Application Deadline: March 24th, 2017
Call (701)248-4040 weekdays 9-4
or email: m.javner@gudajtesfamilyfarm.com
Summer Employment: Camp Counselors, Speech and Occupational Therapists, Reading Instructors, Recreation, Crafts and Waterfront Personnel needed
for summer camp in North Dakota. Working with children with special needs.
Salary plus room and board.
Contact:
Dan Mimnaugh
Camp Grassick, Box F
Dawson, ND 58428
701-327-4251 email: grasbek@bektel.com
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If you could only listen to one artist,
who would it be?
Find out their answers at the bottom of page eight.

The bright lights of Reno
Thomas McCullough
Dakota Student
After finishing the
regular season at the top
of the Big Sky Conference
standings, the UND
Women’s
Basketball
Team is heading to Reno,
Nev. looking to become
the 2016 - 2017 Big Sky
Conference champions.
Because
of
the
Fighting Hawks’ success
during
the
regular
season, they go into the
playoffs as the No. 2
seed with a first round
bye. With an overall
regular season record
of 20-9, this is North
Dakota’s most successful
season since 2013 - 2014
when they went 22-10
and proceeded to win
the Big Sky Conference
Championship.
This year, UND’s
first playoff match is
Wednesday, March 8
at 5:35 p.m. (7:35 p.m.
CST) at the Reno Events
Center. Their opponent
will be decided on
Monday, March 6, when
No. 7 seed Portland
State takes on No. 10
seed Northern Arizona
in game three of the first
playoff round.
While the Women’s
basketball
team
accomplished winning
records both last year
and the year before, this
year’s season has been
strikingly similar to
their triumphant 2013 2014 season.
In the spring of 2014,
UND finished tied with
Southern Utah with
the best regular season
conference record. They
went on to beat Montana
in the final round of
the Big Sky playoffs
to become conference
champions.
This season, under
the same head coach,
Travis Brewster, the
Fighting Hawks are once
again tied for first with

the best regular season
conference
record.
Currently, there are three
remaining players on the
team who were also on
the 2013 - 2014 Big Sky
Championship team.
Entering
playoffs,
these
upperclassmen
find themselves in a
similar situation as when
they were freshmen,
only this time they’re the
ones leading the younger
girls
to
a
hopeful
championship win.
One of the remaining
2013-2014
freshman,
senior forward Samantha
Roscoe, stated that, “I
didn’t play [in 2014]
that much, but seeing
the older girls and how
they went through all the
wins and then going into
the Reno championship,
I really try to learn from
what they did.”
Heading to Reno for
playoffs this year will be
part of a two week long
road trip for the team.
“The main thing will
be keeping the focus
throughout the whole
two weeks,” Roscoe said.
As
a
result
of
UND’s 2013 - 2014
Big
Sky
Conference
championship run, they
secured a position in
the NCAA tournament.
Although they lost to
Texas A & M in the first
round, the team achieved
a level of success that
few predicted early on
in the year, and it proved
to be a fantastic year for
second year head coach
Travis Brewster
Given
this
year’s
situation,
the
UND
Women’s
basketball
team looks ready to
repeat their resilient 2014
effort and take home
another
Conference
Championship.
With
that in mind, however,
history has shown that
anything can happen
during playoffs. Last
year for instance, the
championship
game

featured the No. 3 seed
Idaho vs. the No. 9 seed
Idaho State.
Even if the Fighting
Hawks
win
this
year’s
conference
championship, it remains
unlikely for them to go
far in the NCAA playoffs
due to the sheer talent
found throughout the
nation.
But still, getting there
is the main priority for
UND. For them, the Big
Sky is no longer the limit;
this year the Fighting
Hawks endeavor for an
NCAA showing.

Thomas McCullough is a staff writer
for Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
Thomas.a.mccullough@und.edu

Nick Nelson / Dakota Student
The UND women’s basketball team huddles prior to defeating Northern Colorado 75-68 at the
Betty Engelstad Arena on Feb. 25, 2017.
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Tuesday, March 7, 2017
W Basketball
Big Sky Conference Tournament
3/8 @ 7:35 p.m. - Reno, Nev.

W/M Track and Field
Seahawk Invitational

3/10 @ TBA - Wilmington, N.C.

W Softball
@ Cal State Northridge
3/10 @ 10:00 a.m.

M Tennis
vs. Southern Utah
3/10 1:00 p.m.

M Hockey
vs. St. Cloud State
3/10 @ 7:37 p.m.

W Tennis

@ Northern Colorado
3/12 @ 12:00 p.m.

The music behind the men
Jack Harvey
Dakota Student
If
you’ve
ever
played a sport you
know there’s one thing
you can’t live without
before your game. It’s
your pregame playlist.
The
pregame
playlist is essential
to any athlete. It can
get you riled up, calm
your nerves or get you
in the zone. No team
is complete without
their playlist blasting
through
the
PA
system and no athlete
is complete without
their personal playlist
blaring through their
earphones.
For the UND men’s
basketball team, Geno
Crandall and Roderick
Bernstine
are
the
two men in charge of
the Hawks pregame
pump up.
“Me and Geno
will
switch
off,”
Bernstine said. “It’s
been between me and
him most the time.
We’ll switch off after
practice too.”
Bernstine
was
quick to mention how
the responsibilities of
the playlist is no small
task saying it’s an
eight on a scale of one
to ten of seriousness.
“It gets a lot a

Nick Nelson / Dakota Student
Left: Geno Crandall shoots a free throw after being fouled Saturday against Portland State at the Betty Engelstad Sioux Center.
Right: Drick Bernstine dunks on Portland State’s Bryce Canda during UND’s regular season Big Sky championship win.

people
fired
up,”
Bernstine said. “You
got to get music that’s
not only popular but
everybody
knows
so it gets everybody
going. You can’t have
the slow jams for too
long.”
“There’s a couple
everybody wants to
hear,” Crandall said.
“It evolves throughout
the year when new
songs come out we put
it on and take some
off if we get tired of
hearing it.”
However, there are
some boundaries for

the team playlist in
terms of types of music
not allowed.
“We try to stay
away from country,”
Crandall
said.
“Nothing
against
country it doesn’t get
us as hyped up as
some other choices or
even when we want
to mellow out. We just
have a genre we lean
towards.”
Bernstine
also
added, “I really don’t
like rock ‘n’ roll at all.
Even when they play
it over the intercom I
hate it.”

For Crandall, his
individual
playlist
before games isn’t
much different from
the team’s pregame
playlist
while
Bernstine’s playlist is
tweaked a bit.
“The playlist is
usually
different,”
Bernstine
said.
“I
listen to slower music
like and Drake and
older songs. Right
before I take off (my
headphones) I’ll play
something fast like
Future.”
Some say there’s
superstition with the

music you play before
the game. It can be bad
luck to change even
one song. For the now
Big Sky regular season
champion
Fighting
Hawks, that’s the case.
“The playlist we
play on the court
for warmups hasn’t
changed since our
first game here this
season,” Crandall said.
After the win on
Saturday
against
Portland State, UND
clinched
its
first
ever Big Sky men’s
basketball
regular
season championship.

No doubt celebrations
were
in
order,
Crandall gave a little
preview of post-game
celebrations.
“We like to get
dance music going,”
Crandall said. “Little
celebration mode but
nothing too crazy.”
There’s one song
that team has been
listening to all season
which is Crandall’s
favorite
song:
“Champions”
by
Kanye West.
“We listen to that
a lot in the locker
rooms before and after
games, it’s one of those
weird songs where it
seems everybody likes
it. It’s morphed into
something we can rally
around. Especially the
idea of champions,”
Crandall said.
Not one to speculate
but there was a good
chance that in the
locker room Saturday,
“Champions”
was
blaring through the
speakers for the now
Big Sky regular season
champion
Fighting
Hawks.

Jack Harvey is a staff writer for
Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
jack.harvey@und.edu

In case you missed it

Last week in sports

Big Sky Champions
Men’s
basketball
grasped their Big Sky
Championship title on
Saturday against Portland
State after 82-73 ﬁnal. The
game also honored the
graduating seniors: Corey
Baldwin, Thomas Blake,
Devon Pekas and Quinton
Hooker. With the win the
squad now sits in the ﬁrst
seed of Big Sky playoﬀs and
will face either Northern
Arizona or Portland State in
the second round.

Clean Sweep
Junior
defensemen,
Tucker Poolman ﬁlled the
score sheet (2g,3a on the
weekend) as the men’s
hockey team swept Miami
University on the road. The
much needed wins gave
UND home ice advantage
for NCHC Quarter ﬁnals for
the 15th consectutive year.
The team will face St. Cloud
State this weekend.

A Final Bow
In a tough battle, the
women’s hockey team fell
to the Wisconsin Badgers
2-1, for their last game of
the 2016-2017 season. The

Fighting Hawks put in a
full 60 minute performance,
keeping a tie game until the
ﬁnal minutes of the third
period where penalties
sealed their fate.
Game, Set, Match
The women’s tennis
squad defeated Southern
Utah 4-3 in the singles
competition
on
home
territory, while they swept
in doubles 3-0.
Sour season ﬁnale
After claiming their Big
Sky Championship title
against Sacremento State,
the women’s basketball
team ﬁnished their season
on a ﬂat note against
Portland State. In reverse
roles to the Men’s squad, the
women were unable to ﬁnd
their way against Portland,
falling 81-67. The loss places
them in the No. 2 seed and
they will face the winner
of the ﬁrst round battle
between Northern Arizona
and Portland State in the
second round.

Trivia Tuesday answers
Drick: Drake
Geno: Beyonce

by Allyson Bento

